
 

 

Representation Form  

 
Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan 2019-2031 

 
The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as 

amended) - Regulation 16 

 
Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan 
 
Horsham District Council has reviewed its protocols regarding the consultation process for 
neighbourhood plans. In order to continue to progress neighbourhood plans, we have made a 
decision to continue with the consultation process with measures we feel are in accordance to the 
government guidelines.  
 
Lower Beeding Parish Council has prepared a Neighbourhood Development Plan (LBNP). The Plan 
sets out a vision for the future of the parish and planning policies which will be used to determine 
planning applications locally. In accordance with Regulation 16 of the Neighbourhood Planning 
Regulations 2012 (as amended), the LBNP and associated documents will go out to consultation 
from: 
 
5pm 17 December to midnight 11 February 2021 for 8 weeks inviting representations on the draft 
submission plan, basic conditions statement, consultation statement, Habitat Regulations 
Assessment and the full Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA).  
 
Copies of the LBNP Neighbourhood Plan and supporting documents are available to view on the 
Horsham District Council’s website: 
 

https://www.horsham.gov.uk/planningpolicy/planning-policy/currentconsultations 
 
Documents will not be made available in deposit locations due to the current COVID-19 pandemic. 
If local residents have difficulty in engaging online we have provided a telephone number and email 
address below. Members of the public are encouraged to leave their details for an officer to contact 
them back if they need further information.  
 
Email: neighbourhood.planning@horsham.gov.uk – SAS@southdowns.gov.uk  
 
Telephone: 01403 215398 

 
All comments must be received by midnight on 11 February 2021 

 
There are a number of ways to make your comments: 
 

1. Please click on the weblink above to view the plan and support documents; 
 

2. Complete this form and email it to: neighbourhood.planning@horsham.gov.uk ; or 
 

3. Print this form and post it to: Neighbourhood Planning Officer, Horsham Council, Parkside,  
Chart Way, North Street, Horsham, RH12 1RL 
 

 
All comments will be publicly available, and identifiable by name and (where applicable) 
organisation. Please note that any other personal information provided will be processed by 
Horsham District Council in line the Data Protection Act 1998 and General Data Protection 



Regulations. Horsham District Council will process your details in relation to this preparation of this 
document only. For further information please see the Council’s privacy policy: 
https://www.horsham.gov.uk/privacy-policy   
 
How to use this form 
 
Please complete Part A in full, in order for your representation to be taken into account at the 
Neighbourhood Plan examination.  
 
Please complete Part B overleaf, identifying which paragraph your comment relates to by completing 
the appropriate box. 
 
 

PART A Your Details 

Full Name Elliott Fielding & Maria Fielding 
Address Rosebank, Handcross Road, Staplefield, West Sussex 
Postcode RH17 6EJ 
Telephone 01444 401311 
Email Efielding121@gmail.com 
Organisation (if applicable) n/a 
Position (if applicable) n/a 
Date  10/02/2021 

 

PART B 
 
To which part in the plan does your representation relate? 
 
Paragraph Number: The whole LBNP 

with particular 
reference to 
paragraphs 5.1 to 
5.59 including 
housing allocations 
& supporting LBNP 
evidence base 

Policy Reference: Missing policy from 
LBNP 
& Policies 1-18 of the 
LBNP 

 
 
 
Do you support, oppose, or wish to comment on this plan? (Please tick one answer) 
 
 
 
Support   
 
 
Support with Modifications 
 
 
Object 
 
 
Comment 
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Please give details of your reasons for support/opposition, or make other comments here: 
 
 
Please find our comments on the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan 2019-2031 the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) - Regulation 16 and 
associated evidence base as published on the Horsham District Council Website.      
These Comments have been made in accordance with Regulation 16 of the Neighbourhood 
Planning Regulations 2012 (as amended), and as previously stated relate to the LBNP and 
associated evidence base documents.  These comments and representations have been 
referenced to the LBNP and its associated evidence base documentation to enable efficient review  
and Inspection and have been sent as required prior to midnight on the 11th February 2021. 
 
If any of our comments, objections or corrections require either further detail or explanation we are 
happy to do so should this be of assistance. 
 
 
Our comments and objections relate to the process used to generate the LBNP including: 

 LBNPWG inability and unwillingness to correct data suite 
 LBNPWG publishing and using data that is incorrect & presenting incorrect data suite for 

exhibition events, this led to site PHLAAs being taken off website post the exhibition event 
and consultation had closed for the June 2018 event because it was found to be so flawed. 

 Inequal treatment of sites 
 Not permitted to comment or correct until reg14  
 Background evidence not correct leading to flawed LBNP being produced 
 Consultation through plan – poor & ignored 
 Consultation form included in evidence base not that used for event in June 2018 leading to 

concerns with the accuracy of the evidence base for the LBNP.  
 LBNPWG minutes do not reflect discussions because they are so summarised & there is 

only a limited sample shown on LBPC website. 
 Concerns with LBNPG meeting procedures: 

Interests not always declared–  
closed meetings,  
public prevented from speaking in some open meetings until they had been closed, this did 
not enable correct representation of the meeting or public opinion. 

 Comments, corrections and objections I made in our Regulation 14 response summarised 
to such an extent they are meaningless or don’t appear to even have been included. 

 Consultation statement only released for Reg 16 so public unable to comment or correct 
until this stage. 

 Appendix 19 BACKGROUND PAPER - SITE SELECTION of the Consultation Statement 
not a correct representation of fact evidence: 

o The PHLAA was not updated in April 2018 in response to comments received from 
the landowner of LBP23: Old Camp Farm but continued to be displayed with 
incorrect data and assessment until after the exhibition in June 2018 and was 
actually removed from the LBPC website on 24th July 2018. 

o Appendix claim “LBP03: Cyder Farm: Site identified as Policy Compliant with 
Reservation, while seeking further advice from HDC” this was not the case LBP03 
was not marked at the event or on the consultation form (I have attached the form 
used for this event later in this response) 

o The correspondence referred to does not show any advice was sought re Monk’s 
Gate the other secondary settlement in the Parish but it did show that a small 



amount of development in other unclassified settlements (like Monk’s Gate) may be 
appropriate: “It is however recognised that it may be appropriate to allow a small 
amount of development in other ‘unclassified’ settlements in order to help sustain 
their vitality….” I cannot understand how the LBNP has accepted one of the two 
secondary settlements to be acceptable for modest development, but not the other.   
This is not acceptable and is unequal treatment when the secondary settlement 
chosen has restriction due to its heritage status both being a Conservation Village 
and the site chosen is a heritage farmstead, very close to other listed assets.  

o The recommendation re LBP23 Old Camp Farm does not reflect the decision re this 
site in the minutes for this meeting as shown on the LBPC website and in Appendix 7 
of this response: “All agreed that Old Camp Farm (LBP23) would not be taken 
forward for consideration at this stage as it is remote from the BUAB, and adjoins 
Monks Gate which is mostly in the parish of Nuthurst and has not yet been classified 
as a Secondary Settlement.”  These minutes show the site should be considered 
now Monk’s Gate is a Secondary Settlement.  This has yet to happen. 
The fact Monk’s Gate is split between two parishes is a void reason not to allocate 
housing on this popular site since the LBNP designated area covers this site & the 
Nuthurst Parish Neighbourhood Plan designated area did not. 

o I do not agree with the statement in Appendix 19: “Subsequently, all sites found to be 
compliant with the NPPF and HDPF, supported by the LBNP Vision and Objectives, 
in line with direct advice from HDC, and supported through public feedback from 
exhibitions were included in the LBNP to be brought forward as sites for 
development.”  This cannot be true because: 

 LBP23 Old Camp Farm adjoins Monk’s Gate which is now recognised to be a 
secondary settlement and so is compliant with the NPPF and HDPF like 
LBP03 Cyder Farm in Crabtree. 

 We can find no evidence of advice from HDC regarding LBP23 even though it 
was marked as being required at the June 2018 public exhibition and so how 
can advice regarding this site have been followed? 

 LBP19 Glayde Farm (Field B) was never put before the public for consultation 
during the exhibitions for the LBNP, how can a site that has not been subject 
to consultation be supported through public feedback? 

 The minutes of the 28/06/2018 show that Glayde Farm (LBP19) ‘field A’ be a 
reserve site.  This is not Field B for this site. 

 Did LBNPWG arrive at a decision re the sites or did HDC inform them of the 
ones they were allowed to “select”?   

 Localism has not been followed in the LBNP process, popular sites have been 
disregarded with no evidence supplied to do so and an unpopular site that 
was changed at the preference of a developer has been included. 

 
 
We have attached a summary below in the form of a timeline to detail correspondence with 
LBNPWG, HDC regarding site LBP23 & the process used to develop the LBNP to show it has not 
been treated equally to other sites in the process and that incorrect data has been used to make 
decisions re this site even though I have supplied evidence to make corrections. 
   
Should the Inspector requests or seek sight of any of the emails or documents we have referred 
to, we are able and willing to produce them, but we are mindful that the Inspector may only wish to 
see a sample and so do not want to add unduly to the Inspection process hence our reference to 
appendices that are included at the end of our response to evidence our comments. 
 
Key: 
EF = Elliott Fielding, site owner of LBP23 Old Camp Farm 
GP = Peckham Chair of LBNPWG and member of LBPC 
HDC = Horsham District Council 



Clerk = Lower Beeding Parish Council Clerk 
LBo  = Consultant used to help develop the LBNP 
 

 Date From To Detail 
1.  08.06.16   LBNP meeting 
2.  22.11.17   LBNP meeting 
3.  21.02.17   LBNP meeting 
4.  11/04/17   LBNP meeting 
5.     EF spoke with GP re submitting Old Camp Farm site for 

consideration within the Neighbourhood Plan process. 
6.  11.09.17 EF GP Old Camp Farm site submitted formally to process. 

Appendix 1 
7.  29.09.17 EF GP Asking for details of the upcoming exhibition and what 

was required from site owners. 
8.  02.10.17 GP EF Read receipt for letter sent 29.09.17 
9.  02.10.17 GP EF Response to email dated 29.09.17 and a cut and paste of 

emails that EF had not received detailing the requirements 
for the exhibition.   
EF left from mailing list by LBNP for this critical email and 
so had weeks less than other sites to prepare in line with 
set deadlines. 

10.  02.10.17 EF GP Confirming no previous email re exhibition as stated by GP 
and confirming that is going to submit site and provide 
presentation for the exhibition. 

11.  02.10.17 GP EF Acknowledges Old Camp Farm site will be included in 
process. 

12.  03.10.17 EF GP Email containing electronic copy of the presentation for 
the exhibition and arranging delivery details for hard copy 
presentation for the exhibition. 
Appendix 2 

13.  04.10.17 GP EF Set out how consultation output from the exhibition will 
be used in the process to form the plan.  This contained no 
details of further exhibitions on sites or other consultation 
exercises to be held in the parish. 

14.  24/11/17 LBo HDC Letter included in evidence base seeking clarification re 
settlement edge & BUAB 

15.  04/12/17 HDC LBo As detailed in evidence base sets out HDC response to LBo 
16.  09/01/18   LBNPWG meeting 

LBP03: Cyder Farm, Qualifies with Reservation, remote 
from the BUAB but adjoins Crabtree. 

17.  23.01.18   LBNPWG meeting 
LBP23 Old Camp Farm, Qualifies with Reservation 

18.  13.02.18 EF GP EF sent corrections of details being shown for Old Camp 
Farm as a result of LB assessment and requests the 
website and records be updated to correct the erroneous 
(and detrimental) data. 
Appendix 3 

19.     EF spoke with HDC to seek advice and outlined concerns 
with the process and that LB are now knowingly holding 
inaccurate, incorrect and detrimental data and using it for 
their neighbourhood plan determinations process. 



20.  13/02/18   LBNPWG meeting 
 1.3 DM outlines how HDC class the built-up Area 

Boundary (BUAB) detailing how new housing in a NP 
should be adjoining a settlement edge & that 
settlement edge is not necessarily the BUAB 

 2.1 set out density of housing, high 35+dph, medium 
25-35dph & low less than 25dph 

21.  15.03.18 HDC EF HDC acknowledge the problems raised by EF and check EF 
has informed LB or the issues. 

22.  15.03.18   LBNPWG meeting 
23.  19.03.18 HDC EF HDC send EF Landscape Capacity Maps for LB and 

Manning’s Heath 
24.  22.03.18 EF LB, HDC Outline timeline for Old Camp Farm site & asking once 

again for corrections to data resulting from LB assessment 
and subsequently held, used and published by LB since 
this shows the site in a negative way and could impact 
negatively on decisions being made.  EF also asks for 
engagement in the process as a site owner. 
Appendix 4 

25.  22.03.18 HDC EF Acknowledge receipt of email EF sent on the 22.03.18 
26.  22.03.18 HDC EF Quote from HDC “will look at the evidence and get back to 

you…” 
27.  23.03.18 GP EF GP passed letter dated 22.03.18 to the LB consultant for a 

response. 
28.  20.04.18 EF HDC Asking when a response to letter dated 22.03.18 would be 

received. 
29.  20.04.18 EF GP & LB EF asking for a response to the letter he sent on 22.03.18 
30.  20.04.18 GP EF Quote “under impression had responded…” 
31.  20.04.18 Clerk EF LB consultants responded to the questions sent on the 

22.03.18 and stated that “Updates/ amendments will be 
prepared and shared with NPWG to inform….” 
It is worthy of note that: 

 corrections and “updates” were included in 
response from consultant but these have not been 
included in the sustainability assessment & only 
partially in the PHLAA.  The LBPC website 
continued to show incorrect and misleading data 
on the Old Camp Farm site post this date. 

32.  20.04.18 GP EF Response from GP: “For some reason the response was 
sent but did not leave their server”. 
Rather odd when we got a copy from the consultant so 
when was this originally sent but did not leave the server?  

33.  30.04.18 EF GP, Clerk, 
Consultant 
and HDC 

Response to letter dated 18.04.18 and continuing to seek 
corrections and answers to queries that date back to 13th 
February 2018. 
This included details of the bus timetable, proposed 
secondary settlement for Monk’s Gate, corrections for 
both LBP23 and other sites to ensure all sites were 
assessed against the same criteria & how LBP23 had been 
assessed. 
Appendix 5 



34.  30.04.18 EF HDC EF seeking a response to letter dated 22.03.18. 
35.  01.05.18 HDC EF HDC shared comments with LB and excuse their late 

response with an excuse that “colleagues have been 
away.” It is questionable if they have been away for more 
than 1½  months and nobody was tasked to pick up any 
correspondence or work load.  

36.  08.05.18   LBNPWG meeting, 
Minutes show for: 
 1.3 how the consultant detailed the fact that each 

method “produced different calculations”.  Note in  
 1.2 National Standard Approach to Calculating 

Housing need has been included but subsequently 
not used in the LBNP. 

 1.4 detail how housing number “could change in the 
future with government and district council pressure 
to add to the housing stock…” 

 1.6 details in meeting 22/05/18 “will agree the final 
ten sites that will be shown…..The top and bottom 
three preferred site will then be suggested by voters 
during the Exhibition.” 
“the final allocation of 24 dwellings was agreed by 
the LBWP.” 

37.  21.05.18 EF Clerk &HDC EF chasing a response to letter on 30.04.18 & the 
continued need to correct the data that LB know needs 
correcting and have acknowledged to be incorrect for 
many months now yet still not corrected and still show to 
the incorrect data on the website. 
EF asking re requirements for the exhibition since no 
details from LB and only know of it from the banner 
outside the Church advertising it. 
Appendix 6 

38.  22.05.18 GP EF GP stated was “chasing responses and if anyone didn’t 
receive the email about the exhibition there has been a 
computer error”. 
GP went on to attach an email dated 09.05.18 which was 
to the site owners (with the exception of Old Camp Farm) 
setting out requirements, the venue and deadlines for the 
exhibition on the 1st and 2nd of June 2018. 
This left EF a week rather than 3 weeks to prepare for the 
exhibition, Old Camp Farm has been severely 
disadvantaged by the “Computer error”.  It is curious how 
Old Camp Farm and EF are the ones who keep being the 
recipient of these technical problems that are only 
corrected when EF asks LB for details. 

39.  22.05.18 EF GP EF said had not received any correspondence re the 
exhibition and that he was asking for contact to 
understand what the requirements for the exhibition 
were and what he should submit. 

40.  22.05.18 EF Clerk EF trying to get in touch with the Clerk, GP or other 
informed person since urgently need to know what is 
required for the June 2018 exhibition and time is running 
out! 



41.  22.05.18 Clerk EF New Clerk forwarded request and gave her phone number 
42.  22.05.18 GP EF Apologised for problems and lack of email re the 

exhibition. 
43.  22.05.18 EF GP EF confirmed Old Camp Farm site will be exhibited. 
44.  22.05.18   LBNPWG meeting, 

Summary of minutes show: 
“Advice and comment is being sort from HDC regarding 
LBP23.” 

45.  26.05.18 GP EF Setting out arrangements to drop the exhibition material 
off to enable it to be set up. 

46.  29.05.18 EF GP Confirmed that presentation has been delivered for the 
exhibition. 

47.  29.05.18 GP EF GP confirms presentation has been collected safely. 
48.  30.05.18 LBo HDC Seeking advice re Old Camp Farm for exhibition on 

01&02/06/18! 
49.  01/06/18 

02/06/18 
  LBNP Exhibition event & consultation re sites 

50.  21.06.18 GP All site 
owners in 
process 

Informing of meeting on the 28.06.18 

51.  28.06.19   LBNPWG meeting, 
I attended this meeting and signed in and followed the 
point of order that there would be no public adjournment 
& opportunity for the public to ask questions or speak in 
the meeting. 
The minutes do not reflect the level of public concern re 
the site consideration process or the specific concerns 
regarding sites in the process because the meeting was 
closed before any public participation was allowed. 
(Appendix 7) 

52.  29.06.18 EF GP & Clerk Requests for more details 
53.  29.06.18 LB EF Acknowledge request and say will respond within 21 days. 
54.  09.07.18 EF Clerk, HDC 

and HDC 
monitoring 

officer 

EF chasing when the corrections and amendments 
required to data held and published on Old Camp Farm 
site will be made, this is not acceptable especially since LB 
have knowingly held, used and published incorrect data 
for many months and made no effort to correct the 
situation.  
EF raised potential Code of Conduct issues. 
EF raised concerns re Old Camp Farm being treated in a 
different way to other sites int eh process including the 
“amber” rating and the note that HDC was being asked for 
advice.  This can only have been negative for Old Camp 
Farm in the process and no response from LB or HDC re 
this “advice” even though it was promised at the 
exhibition. 
Reference made to the minutes from 28.06.18 re 
“Instructions from HDC” these are neither discussed in an 
open forum or shared with site owners, what are they and 
what is the impact for the process and Localism? 



The issue of mixed messages re closed and open meetings 
and the lack of minutes also raised. 
Appendix 8 

55.  23.07.18 EF HDC 
Clerk 

GP etc 

Chasing response to email dated 9th July 2018 & asking 
to get incorrect data on LBPC website corrected 
Appendix 9 

56.  24.07.18 Clerk  EF Advising incorrect data corrected on website 
57.  24.07.18 EF Clerk Re incorrect data still on LBPC website, requesting action 

be taken to sort the issue. 
Appendix 10 

58.  24.07.18 Clerk EF “I can confirm that the link to the incorrect document you 
refer to has now been removed from the website. 
 
Many documents used in preparing the NP are draft and 
subject to change, your amendments (along with any 
other site promoters) will be dealt with and you and all 
other stake holders will be able to comment on the final 
documents at the regulation 14 stage. 
 
All comments in your correspondence have been noted 
and will be actioned appropriately, I apologise if this has 
not been” 
 
Note this is when the incorrect documents were 
eventually removed from LBPC website. 
 
Appendix 11 

59.  26.07.18 Clerk EF Sent copy of minutes for LBNP meeting not on LBPC 
website   

 
To summarise the timeline and our concerns: 
 11th September 2017, I sent details regarding our site LBP23 for the first time for consideration 

in the LBNP development process, this included details of the bus service available from this 
site. (Appendix 1) 

 3rd October 2017, I put forwards the presentation for Old Camp Farm site for use in the 
exhibition event & consultation event.  the Old Camp Farm site was so popular this site was the 
second most popular from this consultation exercise.  (Appendix 2)   
This has been recognised in LBNPWG minutes dated 22nd May 2018 which have been 
included in Appendix 12 for the Inspector’ ease since they are not available on the LBPC 
website or in the evidence base for the LBNP. 

 February 2018, LBNPWG undertake a site assessment for all sites in the LBNP development 
process 

 13th February 2018, The site assessment for LBP23 Old Camp Farm has got numerous errors 
and does not reflect fact, we raised this as an issue for the LBNPWG and asked for corrections 
to be made in February 2018. 
(Appendix 3) 

 22nd March 2018, I had to repeatedly ask for these corrections to be made to our site 
assessment because the LBNPWG did not action them and our site was potentially being 
disadvantaged as a result of the incorrect assessment being shown on the LBPC website. 
(Appendix 4) 

 30th April 2018Continued to seek corrections and answers to queries that date back to 13th 
February 2018. 



This included details of the bus timetable, proposed secondary settlement for Monk’s Gate, 
corrections for both LBP23 and other sites to ensure all sites were assessed against the same 
criteria & how LBP23 had been assessed. 
(Appendix 5) 

 21st May 2018 LBNPG still not corrected the data that LB have acknowledged to be incorrect, 
LBPC website still show to the incorrect data. 
Asked re requirements for the exhibition in June 2018 since no details from LB and only know 
of it from the banner outside the Church advertising it. 
(Appendix 6) 

 9th July 2018 Still chasing when the corrections and amendments required to data held and 
published on Old Camp Farm site, also raised concerns re Old Camp Farm being treated in a 
different way to other sites in the process including the “amber” rating and the note that HDC 
was being asked for advice.  This can only have been negative for Old Camp Farm in the 
process and no response from LB or HDC re this “advice” even though it was promised at the 
exhibition. 
(Appendix 8) 

 23rd July requested response to email dated 9th July 2018 & asking to get incorrect data on 
LBPC website corrected 
(Appendix 9) 

 24th July chased to have data corrected for site LBP23 Old Camp Farm on LBPC website. 
(Appendix 10) 

 26th July 2018 Note incorrect documents were eventually removed from LBPC website. 
(Appendix 111).   
This only happened post the exhibition and consultation event in June 2018 and resulted in site 
LBP23 Old Camp Farm being displayed on the website and at the consultation event with 
incorrect data, that presented the site in a detrimental way and did not reflect fact or evidence 
supplied to enable corrections to be made. 

 
 
Further Issues with Consultation during the process. 
 Sites LBP23 Old Camp Farm and LBP09 Cisswood Hotel were marked with an orange/amber 

marker for the exhibition event in June 2018.   We raised this both at the event since this was 
our first opportunity not having been informed of such an action prior to the event and post the 
event I requested details of this decision and when this decision had been made, also for sight 
of the request for guidance from Horsham District regarding our site.  We have not seen any 
evidence of such decisions, meetings or requests for guidance.  There was no further detail as 
to why these sites had been marked amber and there is no details of any discussions or 
decisions by LBNPWG to take this course of action in the evidence base. 

 Sites LBP23 Old Camp Farm and LBP09 Cisswood Hotel were also marked with an Asterix on 
the consultation form & presentation flagging that “*Additional guidance from Horsham Council 
is being sought regarding the eligibility of these two properties.”  We have not found any 
evidence to show that guidance was ever sought from Horsham Council.  How is the marking 
of two sites with an amber warning equal treatment when the other sites were not marked in 
this way?  There was no further detail as to why guidance was being sought for these sites and 
there is no details of this action by LBNPWG in the evidence base. 

 
Attached below is a copy of the consultation form used for the exhibition event in June 2018.  I 
picked up a copy of the form at the consultation event to complete our records. 
 
 



 
 
The evidence base shows a form that does not match and I am alarmed that either: 

o There has been a genuine mistake when drafting the evidence base 
o Or there has been an attempt to manipulate the process. 

If you compare the form used for the exhibition event in June 2018 (page 331 appendix 10 of the 
Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Consultation Statement July 2020) against the form shown in 
the evidence base you will note that the form in the evidence base (I’ve attached the evidence 
base form below & marked the differences below so that the Inspector can easily see our 
concerns): 



 
 
 
 

 
a) The box in the top right corner is different on the evidence base version. 
b) The marking out of site *LBP09 Cisswood Hotel is not visible on the evidence base version. 
c) The marking out of site *LBP23 Old Camp Farm is not visible on the evidence base version. 



d) The guidance note is no longer included on the evidence base version to detail the 
demarcation of sites LBP09 and LBP23 with a *. 

e) Changed text from “General comments on site or on the overall plan can be made below 
and continued on the back of this form” to “Additional comments on any site or on the 
Neighbourhood Plan in general may be made here or on the back of this form.” 

f) The closing date is six days earlier on the evidence base version – June 11 2018 not June 
17 2018 as shown at the exhibition. 

g) The email address is different on the on the evidence base version and appears to be a 
private email address not an official Lower Beeding one. 
I have serious concerns about this consultation exercise as a result of the two different 
forms for the consultation responses, the two closing dates for the consultation responses & 
the two emails for them to be sent to.  

 
I also requested the methodology to be used for the consultation exercise and this has never been 
given to me or presented in the evidence base.  I asked because I wanted to be able to interpret 
the presentation LBNPWG gave for this exercise because there seemed little rational to the 
graphics shown or conclusion drawn. 
 

Site selection process 
I have not been able to find any evidence of a Site Selection Methodology or process for the 
LBNP.  Without such evidence of how the sites were selected, I am at a loss as to how the four 
sites have been chosen: 
 It is not clear HDC recommendation were followed from SHLAA assessments.  In fact the 

SHLAA assessments and recommendations have been disregarded. 
 It is not clear how the PHLAA has been used. 
 The Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Submission Sustainability Appraisal (incorporating 

Strategic Environmental Assessment) July 2020 does not show correct evidence for sites in the 
process, I have attempted to get corrections but LBNPWG seem either unwilling to follow 
evidence corrections to sites or are unable to make corrections. 

 Even though corrections to site assessments were sent to the LBNPWG, with evidence to 
support the need for the corrections to be made, these have not been followed through or been 
included in the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Submission Sustainability Appraisal 
(incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment) July 2020.  This has resulted in the sites 
being assessed on a flawed and incorrect data suite and flawed decision will have resulted 
through a lack of ensuring evidence and data was correct in the process.  

 An example of using flawed data is: 
o Site LBP23, on the 13th February 2018 I sent corrections for the site assessment for 

LBP23 Old Camp Farm as soon as I saw the data was wrong.  After many months and 
numerous emails I sent chasing action (as evidenced in the timeline I included above), 
the LBNPWG passed our queries to the Consultant who agreed that the data they had 
presented on our site was wrong and needed to be corrected.  I continued to express 
our concerns because the incorrect data remained on the LBPC website for many 
months and was only removed (email from Clerk to confirm: “I can confirm that the link 
to the incorrect document you refer to has now been removed from the website” on 
24/07/2018) post the exhibition event and consultation in June 2018 after I asked HDC 
about the potential Data Management issues resulting from publishing and managing 
incorrect data in the public domain, having tried to get this actioned by the LBNPWG for 
many months to no avail.  This late action from the LBNPWG will have resulted in site 
LBP23 Old Camp Farm being displayed and presented in a way that was to its 
detriment.  If the Inspector wishes to see these emails I am willing to do so, should 
LBNPWG & HDC not have complete records. 

 
 
 



BUAB & Secondary Settlements of Crabtree and Monk’s Gate: 
Both HDC and LBNPWG supported Crabtree and Monks Gate to become Secondary Settlements 
(weblink to HDC web page showing designation).  
https://www.horsham.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/80087/LPR-Secondary-Settlements-
Review.pdf  but only Crabtree Secondary Status is reflected in the LBNP and its supporting 
evidence base. The current LBNP favours Crabtree and disregards Monk’s Gate from the 
neighbourhood plan process as a result of this misinterpretation of HDC secondary settlement 
designations.   
The evidence base supporting the decisions made to form the LBNP need to be updated and 
corrected to ensure Monk’s Gate is no longer excluded from the LBNP as it has been, it is now a 
secondary settlement and is still within the designated Neighbourhood Pan area for Lower 
Beeding Parish. 
To reflect the evidenced advice regarding Crabtree, I would request modest housing be allocated 
to sites in Monk’s Gate since it to is a secondary settlement and Cisswood House Hotel is less 
than 640m from this settlement.  There is no evidence of advice being sought re Monk’s Gate in 
the LBNP evidence base. 
Paragraph 5.22 of the LBNP needs to be updated to correctly detail the fact that both Crabtree 
and Monk’s Gate are Secondary Settlements.   
Paragraph 5.24 and 5.25 show advice was only sought and given with regards to Crabtree.  How 
can this be equal treatment of all four settlements when one of the two secondary settlements was 
wrongly excluded? 
 
Since LBP 03 Cyder Farm has been allocated around 6 dwellings within the LBNP due to its 
Secondary Settlement Status then LBP 23 Old Camp Farm should also be allocated some 
housing in the LBNP since Monk’s Gate also has Secondary Settlement Status.  A correction to 
housing allocations in the LBNP is required to reflect Monk’s Gate secondary settlement status 
and the support given to this site during public consultation events. 
 
The LBNP Steering Group Meeting Published: 03 July 2018, the Minutes of the meeting held on 
Thursday 28th June 2018 in the Church Room, Plummers Plain within the section titled Site 
Considerations stated: 
“All agreed that Old Camp Farm (LBP23) would not be taken forward for consideration at this 
stage as it is remote from the BUAB, and adjoins Monks Gate which is mostly in the parish of 
Nuthurst and has not yet been classified as a Secondary Settlement.” 
I was most shocked that the LBNPG decided not to take LBP23 forwards because it “has not yet 
been classified as a Secondary Settlement” when they had responded to HDC consultation, which, 
was held in April 2018, in the Local Plan Review Issues and Options Consultation 2018 on 
proposed secondary settlement and supported Monk’s Gate for such secondary settlement status 
as shown by the weblink below, for ease I have attached a copy of the support LBNPWG gave.  
https://www.horsham.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/70955/Summary-of-Representations-
Issues-and-Options-2018.pdf 
 



 
I am concerned that a decision was made on the 28th June re the site in Crabtree LBP03 and 
supported it due to its Secondary Settlement status, but claim that the secondary settlement status 
of Monk’s Gate was not yet known. There is no evidence to support the claim that Crabtree was a 
secondary settlement in June 2018 and if this had been known so would the support from HDC for 
Monk’s Gate to be a secondary settlement have been known and included in decisions since both 
Crabtree and Monk’s Gate became secondary settlements as a result of the same HDC 
consultation exercise. 
In light of evidence that has developed during the development plan and LBNPWG’s support for 
Monk’s Gate to be a secondary Settlement in 2018, I request the decision on the 28th June 2018 
be revised for site LBP23 Old Camp Farm since it continues to adjoin the settlement of Monk’s 
Gate and Monk’s Gate is now secondary settlement.  HDC determined that Monk’s Gate and 
Crabtree both be Secondary Settlements as detailed in Local Plan Review – Background Paper 
Secondary Settlement Boundary Review February 2020 and I have attached a weblink to their 
decision below showing. To enable the Inspector to confirm our request I have attached a copy of 
the decision made by HDC. 
https://www.horsham.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/80087/LPR-Secondary-Settlements-
Review.pdf 
 
 



 
To summarise site LBP23 Old Camp Farm meets the criteria set by the LBNPWG to be allocated 
housing, has shown itself to be exceedingly popular at public exhibitions and consultation event  
and the decision re not taking this site forwards needs to be reviewed to ensure a consistent 
approach to all sites. 
 
 
I have supplied them with a suggested format including a map and table of businesses within 2km 
of Monk’s Gate in Regulation 14 consultation.  This has not been shown in either our comments 
resulting from this consultation or taken up as an action by the LBNPWG. A baseline position will 
be required or there will be no ability to apply this policy correctly, measure progress or make 
decisions.  I have included it below so that the Inspector can see our proposal and be a starting 
point for the plan monitoring and reporting going forwards so that the Parish can see how 
attractive it had become to businesses and the impact and benefit derived from Strategic 
Objective 12 over time.   
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Key to services/businesses and facilities within 2km of LBP23 Old Camp Farm, Monks Gate – Edged in 
RED: 

Loca
tion 
Num
ber 

Business/ service/ 
facility 

Website link Characteristic 

1  Carrera Performance 
 GCS Engineering Ltd 
 Moss Auto Services 

https://www.carreraperformance.com/ 
https://www.gcsengineering.com/ 
http://www.mossautoservicesltd.co.uk/ 

Local Employment 

2 Newells Pond House & 
pond Fisheries 

https://www.live4fishing.com/newells-carp-
and-coarse-fishery/ 

Local Employment 
Leisure  
Tourism 

3 Newells Farm Holidays http://www.newellsfarm.co.uk/ Local Employment 
Leisure  
Tourism 

4 Cisswood Hotel 
 Garden Restaurant 
 Conference and 

corporate event 
facilities 

 Wedding Venue 
 Hotel facilities 
 Beauty Salon 
 Spa 
 Leisure Club including 

swimming pool, gym 
and fitness facilities 
open to residents and 
members 

Events and concerts e.g. 
Mid Summer open Air 
Concert and fireworks to 
music etc 

http://www.cisswoodhouse.com/ 
 

Local Services and facilities 
Local Employment 
Leisure  
Tourism 

5 Cisswood Racing Stables http://www.garymooreracing.com/ Local Employment 

6  Black Horse Public 
House 

 St Andrews C of E 
Primary School 

 St Andrews C of E 
Church 

http://www.theblackhorseinn.com/ 
http://www.st-andrews-horsham.w-
sussex.sch.uk/ 
https://www.achurchnearyou.com/church/
5071/  

Local Employment/Leisure 
Service/Facility 
 School 

7  Elite Garage 
 Express Hand Car 

Wash 
 Texaco Petrol Station 
 Mace Convenience 

Store 
 Cashpoint machine 
 Post Office 

https://www.elitegarages.co.uk/ 
 

Local Employment 
 Service/Facility 

9  Manning Heath 
Village Hall 

 Defibrillator 
 Cricket Pitch 
 Playground 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/find-our-
nearest/local-club-or-
society/details/api/type/localsociety/view/
mannings-heath-village-hall 
http://www.pitchero.com/clubs/nuthurstcri
cketclub 

 Service/Facility 

10 Forest Farm Riding Stables  Local Employment/Leisure 

11 Manning Heath Golf Club 
and Wine Estate: 
 Benguela Brasserie 
 Wine Tasting Rooms 

https://www.manningsheath.com/ 
 

Local Employment 
Leisure  
Tourism 



 Fuller’s Cottage 
Accommodation 

 Tea House 
 Restaurant 
 Private Dining 
 Meeting Conference 

Venue 
 Wedding Venue & 

wedding reception 
facilities 

Licensed Wedding venue 
12  Brookfield Barn Hotel 

 Brookfield Barn Hotel 
Golf Course 

Brookfield Barn Wedding 
Venue 

http://www.brookfieldbarn.co.uk/  Local Employment 
Leisure  
 Tourism 

13  Air-Eze Limited 
 Ecosse Associates 

Limited 
 Precision Edge Limited 
 A & H Furnishings Ltd 
 Pack And Post Limited 
 Southcore 

Automotive Ltd 
 TNL Carpentry & 

Joinery Ltd 
 KTS (International) Ltd 
 Bestens Brewery 

Limited 
 Sablo Limited 
 LGM Insurance 

Services LLP 
 Felixhope Ltd 
 Auction House 

Shipping Ltd 
 Chiddingstone 

Developments Ltd 
 Vistech Cooling 

Systems 
Heritage Upholstery 

https://www.air-eze.co.uk/ 
 
http://www.precisionedge.uk.com/ 
 
http://www.ahfurnishings.co.uk/  
 
https://plummers-plain.cylex-
uk.co.uk/company/tnl-carpentry---joinery-
ltd-25200327.html 
https://www.bestensbrewery.co.uk/ 
http://www.callupcontact.com/b/businessp
rofile2/LGM_INSURANCE_SERVICES_LLP/30
04145 
http://www.auctionhouseshipping.co.uk/ 
 
https://www.vistechcooling.co.uk/  
http://www.heritageupholstery.co.uk/ 

Local Employment 

14  Plough Inn Public 
House 

 Holy Trinity Church 
Age UK outreach service 

https://whatpub.com/pubs/NSX/154/ploug
h-lower-beeding  
https://www.achurchnearyou.com/church/
5037/ 

Local Employment 
Leisure Tourism 

15  Rabbit Patch Nursery 
 Gatley’s 
 Horsham Coffee 

Roaster 
 Hortons Portable 

Buildings 
 Katzecure 
 Millmanor/Towerstile 

Ltd 
 Rudridge 
 Town & Country Turf 
 Willow Tree Caravan 

Storage 
Pepper’s Dog Grooming 

http://www.rabbitpatchnursery.co.uk/ 
https://www.gatleys.co.uk/ 
https://www.horshamcoffeeroaster.co.uk/ 
https://www.hortonsgroup.com/ 
https://www.katzecure.com/ 
 
https://rudridge.co.uk/ 
https://www.tcturf.com/ 
http://www.caravanownersclub.co.uk/Stora
ge-Site/Willow-Tree-Storage-Centre-RH13-
6NX 
http://www.peppersdoggrooming.co.uk/ 

Local Employment 
  

16 Haven Motors https://www.havenmotors.co.uk/  Local Employment 



17 The Sussex Swim School 
(Beedinglee) 

http://www.thesussexswimschool.co.uk/  Local Employment 
Leisure 

18  Horsham Fencing 
 ATS 
 Oakfield Beams and 

Framing 
Timberloft Building 
Supplies 

https://www.horshamfencing.co.uk/ 
https://www.ats-machinery.co.uk/ 
https://www.oakfieldbeams.com/ 
http://www.timberloft.co.uk/  

 Local Employment 

19  Keepers Kennels  
 Grooming Parlour 
Boarding Kennels 

http://www.keepers-kennels.co.uk/ 
  

 Local Employment 

20  Lower Beeding Village 
Hall 

 A Step Ahead Nursery 
 Lower Beeding Cricket 

Club 
 Lower Beeding 

Football club 
Comptons Tennis Club 

http://lowerbeeding.com/lower-beeding-
association.php 
http://www.astepaheadnursery.co.uk/  
http://cowfoldandlowerbeeding.play-
cricket.com//  
https://clubspark.lta.org.uk/ComptonsTe
nnisClub  

Local Employment 
Leisure  
  

21  South Lodge Hotel 
 The Spa 
 Barber 
 Gym 
 Spin Studio 
 Swimming pool 
 Hydrotherapy Pool 
 Spa bar 
 Restaurant 
 Poolside Snack Bar 
 The Pass 
 The Camellia 

Restaurant 
 The Drawing Room 
 Billiard Bar 
 The Lounge 
 The Terrace 
 The Cellar 
 Tutored wine tasting 

sessions 
 Licensed Wedding 

venue 
 Wedding Reception 

facilities 
 Celebrations and 

private dining 
 Corporate events 
 Meeting rooms 
 Team Building events 

management and 
hosting 

 Movies by Moonlight 
 Concerts, open air 

Theatre and other 
events 

 Fireworks displays 
 

 Crabtree Public House 
& Restaurant 

https://www.exclusive.co.uk/south-lodge/ 
http://www.crabtreesussex.co.uk/ 

Local Employment 
Leisure  
Tourism 

22  Copperfields Caravan 
Club site 

https://www.caravanclub.co.uk/certificate
d-locations/england/west-
sussex/horsham/copperfield-farm/  

Local Employment 
Leisure  
Tourism 



24  Hawkins Pond Fishing https://www.manningsheath.com/fishing/ Employment, leisure 

25  Church of the Good 
Shephard 

https://www.achurchnearyou.com/church
/5045/  

 

26  Holy Trinity School 
 

http://www.holytrinity-horsham.w-
sussex.sch.uk/  

Local Employment/Leisure 
Service/Facility 
 School 

27  Old Post B&B 
 The Village Pantry 

B&B 

http://www.oldposthouse.com/ 
https://www.bedandbreakfastdirect.co.uk
/show_cotdetails.asp?cid=2148  

Local Employment 
Leisure  
 Tourism 

28  Kopinski Ballet 
Acadeour 

https://www.michaelkopinski.com/  Local Employment 
Leisure  

29  Leonardslee Gardens 
 Leonardslee 

Restaurant 
 Loders Plants 

https://www.leonardsleegardens.co.uk/  
 
http://www.loder-plants.co.uk/index.html  

Local Employment 
Leisure  
 Tourism 

30 Menards Carp Fishery http://www.menardscarpfishery.co.uk/ Employment, leisure 

31  Kissingate Brewery 
 Hammerpond Kennels 

and Cattery 

http://www.kissingate.co.uk/  
http://www.hammerpondkennels.co.uk/  

Local Employment 
Leisure  
 Tourism 

    

 As detailed on Lower 
Beeding Parish Website: 
 Little Plumbing 

Company 
 Out 'n' About (Dog 

Walking and Pet Care 
Services) 

 Sussex Chimney 
Sweeping 

 MAS Design (Web 
Design, Hosting, 
Logo's) 

 MAS Networks 
(Hardware, Software, 
Telephony, 
Installation, Support 
& Maintenance) 

 Guardian Angel 
(Chauffeur/Taxi 
Services) 

 J T D Construction 
(General Builder) 

 Grosvenor 
(Landscaping, Heat 
Pump & Groundwork 
Services) 

 Georgina Lillywhite 
Designs (Bespoke 
Jewellery Designer) 

 Daniel Clarke 
(Electrician) 

 A & H Furnishings Ltd 
(Handmade curtains & 
soft furnishings) 

http://lowerbeeding.com/local-
businesses.php  

 

    

 Government advertised 
free postal pharmacy 
service 

https://www.pharmacy2u.co.uk/  Services/ facilities 



 Electronic library service 
free of charge from West 
Sussex 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/libraries/
elibrary-electronic-library/  

Services/facilities 

 Footpaths & public rights 
of way in and around 
Monks Gate 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/land-
waste-and-housing/public-paths-and-
the-countryside/public-rights-of-
way/public-rights-of-way-imap/  

Leisure and tourism 

 Bridlepaths and cycle ways 
in and around Monks Gate 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/leisure-
recreation-and-community/walking-
horse-riding-and-cycling/downs-link/  

Leisure and tourism 

 
 
the LBNP has not used bus time tables or route maps when determining the accessibility to public 
transport of sites being considered for housing allocation.  Bus companies detail the bus service, 
the route and the bus stops that service will call at and so one can easily establish fact.  It is a fact 
that not all of the bus stops in the Parish have the same level of service.  It is a fact that the 
settlements of Plummers Plain and most of the dwellings in Lower Beeding Village are not able to 
access a bus stop with a frequency of more than 1 per hour during the working day within an 
800m walk. 
 
It is fact that sites LBP17, LBP19, are more than 800m from a bus stops that enable access to a 
service that satisfies the metric set out in Objective 8 of the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan 
 Submission Sustainability Appraisal (incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment) July 
2020 states: “Number of households within a 10 minute walk of (approximately 800m) a bus stop 
with a frequency of more than 1 per hour during the working day.”   Yet both LBP17 Trinity Cottage 
and LBP19 Glayde Farm (Field B) have been incorrectly identified to have a good access to public 
transport in the evidence base supporting the LBNP.  The evidence base needs to be corrected for 
sites LBP17 and LBP19 to correctly show a poor access to public transport within 800m of these 
sites.   
 

 
 



 
 



I have requested the LBNPWG correct the evidence base many times, including at Regulation 14 
the assessment for LBP23 Old Camp Farm is incorrectly shown to have Negative impact on the 
sustainability objective 8 and this is not correct since this site is within 68m of the Newells Lane 
Bus stop that has the best bus service in the parish with a frequency of more than 1 per hour 
during the working day and actually approximately 3 services and hour for 6 days of the week and 
a slight reduction for the Sunday service.   The assessment for LBP23needs to be corrected and 
the site reassessed.  As you can see the evidence base has not been corrected and I believe this 
unwillingness to amend the database and evidence used for decision making may have led to 
poor decisions being made through the plan. 
I have attached details of which bus service uses which bus stop in the Parish to assist in verifying 
our points and required corrections above: 

Bus 
Number 

Bus service Route Bus stop location as shown on bus 
timetables & service frequency 

1 Handcross 
District 
Community 
Bus 

Handcross - Horsham  Ashfold Crossways, adj The Wheatsheaf 
 Lower Beeding, opp Garage 
 Lower Beeding, opp Howards Nursery 
 Lower Beeding, adj The Old Posthouse 
 Lower Beeding, Pronger’s Corner (SW-

bound) 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Newells Lane 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Nuthurst Road 

 
Monday - 1 service per day 

4 Handcross 
District 
Community 
Bus 

Pease Pottage - Handcross - Horsham  Lower Beeding, Warninglid Lane (N-
bound) 

 Lower Beeding, opp Garage 
 Lower Beeding, opp Howards Nursery 
 Lower Beeding, adj The Old Posthouse 
 Lower Beeding, Pronger’s Corner (SW-

bound) 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Newells Lane 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Nuthurst Road 
 
Friday - 1 service per day 

17 Compass 
Travel 

Brighton - Henfield - Cowfold - 
Horsham 

 Crabtree, opp The Crabtree 
 Lower Beeding, opp Leonardslee 

Gardens 
 Lower Beeding, Pronger’s Corner (NW-

bound) 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Newells Lane 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Nuthurst Road 
 
Monday – Friday 25 services/day each way 
frequency 2-3 every hour depending on time 
 
Saturday - 22 services/day each way 
frequency 2-3 every hour depending on time 
 
Sunday - 4 services/day each way  
frequency 1 every 3 hours 

74b Compass 
Travel 

Amberly – Storrington – Horsham  Monk’s Gate, Patching’s Gill 
 Monk’s Gate, Saxtons Farm 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Fieldgate Close 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Nuthurst Road 
 
Wednesday 1 services per day 
 



This service is only available from Monks Gate 
within walking distance (less than 800m) from 
site LBP23 and it does not service any of the 
other sites due to its route. 

89 Compass 
Travel 

Horsham - Haywards Heath  Monk’s Gate, opp Nuthurst Road 
 Monk’s Gate, opp Newells Lane 
 Lower Beeding, Pronger’s Corner 
 Lower Beeding, Sandygate Lane Hail & 

Ride 
 Lower Beeding, opp The Old Posthouse 
 Lower Beeding, adj Howards Nursery 
 Lower Beeding, adj Garage 
 Lower Beeding, Warninglid Lane (S-

bound) 
 
Monday – Friday 4 services per day each way 
1 every 3 hours 
Saturday - No service 
Sunday – No service 

633 Sussex 
Coaches 

Faygate - Bewbush - Handcross - 
Horsham Schools 

 Ashfold Crossways, adj The Wheatsheaf 
 Lower Beeding, opp Garage 
 Lower Beeding, opp Howards Nursery 
 Lower Beeding, adj The Old Posthouse 
 Lower Beeding, Sandygate Lane Hail & 

Ride 
 Lower Beeding, Pronger’s Corner 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Newells Lane 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Nuthurst Road 
 

Monday – Friday 1 service per day each way 

634 Sussex 
Coaches 

Haywards Heath - Cowfold - Horsham 
Schools - Crawley Schools 

 Crabtree, adj Crabtree Gate 
 Crabtree, opp The Crabtree 
 Lower Beeding, opp Leonardslee 

Gardens 
 Lower Beeding, Pronger’s Corner 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Newells Lane 
 Monk’s Gate, adj Nuthurst Road 
 

Monday – Friday 1 services per day each way 

 
 

Site Reference in 
LBNP and evidence 
base 

Bus routes available 
within 800m of site: 

Available bus routes within 800m of site 
with “minimum of 1 per hour during 
working day” as per SA/SEA objective 8 on 
page 22. 

LBP03 – Cyder Farm 17  
634 

 

LBP16 – Land North 
of Sandygate Lane 

1 
4 
17 
89 
633 
634 

 



LBP17 – Land at 
Trinity Cottage 

1 
4 
89 
633 

X 
No further services are available within 800m 

of this site 
 

LBP19 – Land at 
Glayde Farm  
(Field B) 
 

1 
4 
89 
633 

X 
No further services are available within 800m 

of this site 
 

LBP23 Old Camp 
Farm  

1 
4 
17 
74b 
89 
633 
634 

 

 
 

It is worthy of note that sites LBP03, LBP16 and LBP23 can access (bus stop for the required bus 
routes is less than 800m) a doctor’s surgery and train station by using a regular bus service (more 
than 1 per hour during the working day).  Many of the other sites do not have the same level of 
access to a regular bus service or variety of routes available yet the LBNP has not reflected this 
fact or included any such data in its site assessments.  
 
The PHLAA details the distance to the closest bus stop to the site but does not detail the service 
available from this bus stop or within 800m of the site.  The assessment of sites should include 
this level of detail or the plan can never measure and monitor its progress against Social Objective 
8 of the Sustainability Assessment. 
 
 
Examples of PRoWs connecting Monk’s Gate with other settlements include: 
Route 1721 that links Lower Beeding village to Nuthurst, Route 1718 that joins Monk’s Gate to 
Nuthurst and its public house, Route 1710 which links Monk’s Gate to Manning Heath and 
bridleway 1707 that also links Monk’s Gate to Mannings Heath. 
The sample of routes available show that the settlement of Monk’s Gate is well connected to other 
settlements and services.   This can be verified on the West Sussex County Council interactive 
mapping tool as shown on the following weblink: 
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/land-waste-and-housing/public-paths-and-the-
countryside/public-rights-of-way/public-rights-of-way-imap/imap/ 
 
The LBNP has failed to consider NPPF Paragraph 78: “To promote sustainable development in 
rural areas, housing should be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural 
communities. Planning policies should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, 
especially where this will support local services. Where there are groups of smaller settlements, 
development in one village may support services in a village nearby.” In its sustainability 
assessments the LBNP has only considered the proximity to services within Lower Beeding Parish 
and not beyond in other settlements or the viable sustainable transport network to access them 
which includes PRoW routes. 
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Appendix 4 
 

Subj
ect Fwd: RE: Re Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Exhibition 

From Maria Fielding  

To Gavin.Curwen , Geoff Peckham , clerk@lowerbeeding.com  

Copy Norman.Kwan  

Date 2018-03-22 15:20 

 17.09.11b Old Camp Farm NPlan submission.pdf (~855 KB) 
 17.10.03 Old Camp Farm ...- presentation slide.pdf (~468 KB) 
 18.02.13 Corrections t...Camp Farm Assessment.pdf (~210 KB) 
 HORSHAM DISTRICT LANDSC...SSESSMENT April 2014.pdf (~46 KB) 
 Landscape-Character-Assessment-2003.pdf (~129 KB) 
 Magic map - Monks Gate Habitats.pdf (~630 KB) 
 Lower Beeding Parish Ho...ilability Assessment.pdf (~4.3 MB) 
 SiteVoting.xlsx (~32 KB) 
 SA303 - Monks Gate.pdf (~131 KB) 
 SA328 - Monks Gate.pdf (~124 KB) 
 Lower Beeding Parish - ...S 13th FEBRUARY 2018.pdf (~84 KB) 

Download all attachments 
Dear Gavin, Geoff and Paul, 
 
Please find a potted history of our site Old Camp Farm within the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood 
Plan process: 
 
1.  I submitted the site in September 2017 (attached) 
 
2. I exhibited the site in October 2017 (attached) 
 
3. The Lower Beeding community voted on the sites in October 2017 (results attached) Old Camp 
Farm was the second most popular choice yet this consultation has not been reflected within any 
further discussions. 
 
4. the sites were assessed by the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan team (finding attached) 
 
5. I sent corrections to the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Planning team and Parish Clerk on the 
day I found the incorrect assessment that had been posted on line but with no notification to 
me. (find corrections attached) 
 
6.  Neighbourhood Plan meeting on the 3rd of December 2017 item 1.3 shows feedback from Horsham 
District Council re existing settlement edge and a discussion re Crabtree, yet Monks Gate was 
not discussed yet it is on an existing settlement edge that Horsham DC have found to be 
sustainable and suitable for development both in Nuthurst Neighbourhood plan and its own SHEELA 
reference SA303 Land at Great Ventors and SA328 Land at Saxtons Farm both of which have been 
assessed by Horsham District Council to be sustainably located and the village of Monks Gate to 
in turn be a sustainable location and the Inspector also agreed with this position and enabled 
the Nuthurst Neighbourhood Plan to be made. 
 
7. From these assessments it appears that preliminary decisions have been made as to initial 
site selection - I have not been contacted even though I have sent corrections to the 
Neighbourhood Plan team.  Our site is still shown incorrectly.  I have attached relevant 
extracts from HDC's Landscape Character Assessment (October 2003) and Landscape Capacity 
Assessment Reports (April 2014) as detailed in paragraph 5.10 of the Lower Beeding Parish 
Housing Land Availability Assessment October 2017 to privude evidence incorrect information has 
been detailed for our site.  To further confirm the need for our corrections I have attached a 
DEFRA Magic Map showing the designations and habitats in Monks Gate, including for our site and 
for the sites SA303 and SA328 mentioned in point 6 of this letter.  The Magic Map clearly 
confirms that our site has no designations or habitat restrictions. 
 
8.  I am still baffled how our site has an estimated capacity for 29 dwellings on an area of 1.4 
hectares when I proposed 2.2 hectares and between 4 and 12 dwellings and there have been no 
discussion or contact to increase the number of dwellings or decrease the land put forwards for 
consideration.  Other sites assessed for example LBP04 have an assessed capacity for 30 
dwellings but go on to detail the site promoter proposed 6 dwellings, LBP09 have an assessed 
capacity for 29 dwellings but go on to detail the site promoter proposed 42 dwellings and LBP11 
have an assessed capacity for 20 dwellings but go on to detail the site promoter proposed 4 
dwellings etc there are many other examples of inconsistent handling of sites by the 



assessment.  Our site assessment did not include the fact I proposed between 4 and 12 dwellings 
or that I offered to enter discussion as to the type of housing e.g. self/custom build which is 
a recognised and unmet housing need in the District and Parish. 
 
9. Neighbourhood Plan meeting on the 13th Feb 2018 Minutes attached - this shows that the 
corrections to the details held on our site were not included in these discussions even though 
they had the corrections prior to the meeting. 
 
10.  Item 1.3 of the minutes of the meeting on the 13th Feb 2018 show Crabtree is to be 
considered - it is an unclassified settlement with a maximum of 6 to be built yet our site on 
the settlement boundary of Monks Gate also an unclassified settlement was not considered.  Monks 
Gate already has allocations from Nuthurst Parish in its Neighbourhood plan that is now made and 
in place and Horsham District Council have allocated sites in the SHEELA (see point 6 of this 
letter) and so Monks Gate is recognised to be a sustainable settlement. 
 
11. The site assessment for Old Camp Farm is incorrect and the team are aware of this - How can 
I get the assessment for our site corrected and the information held and displayed corrected and 
reassessed?  How will Lower Beeding ensure all sites on existing settlement edges are assessed 
equitably with housing allocations considered for all that meet the published criteria?  How 
will Lower Beeding reflect the consultation showing the site preferences?  To date this 
consultation from the exhibition in October 2017 has not fed into the sites that may be 
chosen.  Our site Old Camp farm was the second most popular site during the consultation - isn't 
localism meant to enable the community to have a voice in its future?  When will I get some 
engagement from the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan team? 
 
12.  With reference to point 1.3 of the minutes of the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan team 
13th Feb 2018 regarding new developments must be within 800m of a BUAB may I refer you to the 
following: 
"Paragraph 4.4.1 of the Manual for Streets states that walkable neighbourhoods are typically 
characterized of facilities within 10 minutes (0.8km) walking distance. This document goes on to 
state that walking does represent an alternative to short car trips typically under 2km for day-
to-day journeys.  This is further supported within the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges 
TD91/05 ‘Provision for Non-Motorised Users’ which states that 2 miles (3.2kms) is to be 
considered the upper limit when walking. 
 
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges TD91/05 ‘Provision for Non-Motorised Users’ states in 
paragraph 2.11 sets a cycling range of around 5 miles (8kms), but potentially longer for leisure 
activities. " 
The NPPF does not refer to BUABs but to sustainability and the government guidance shown above 
shows greater distances than 800m to be acceptable.  Old Camp Farm has safe paved access to many 
services within the accepted distances set above. 
 
13.  The process has only considered primary school, this is not reflective of the needs of the 
community, children need secondary education and further education, it is easy to sustainably 
access these services from our site yet this seems to have been ignored during assessments. 
 
Please can corrections be made to our site and the assessment revised to correctly reflect its 
sustainable location and community preferred status, and for our site to be considered 
deliverable, developable and achievable in this process and included in the preferred site 
exercise for inclusion the resultant Neighbourhood Plan.  The map and details included on the 
parish website needs to be amended to include our site following a corrected assessment.  I do 
not accept that our site is no longer in the process as a result of a flawed assessment using 
incorrect unsubstantiated data. 
 
Please can I have confirmation that the correction have been made and the resultant inclusion of 
our site in the process to determine the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Elliott Fielding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 5 
 

Subj
ect Fwd: Re: Re Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Exhibition 

From Maria Fielding  

To Geoff Peckham , Leslie Bamford , Clerk , Ed Allen , Dale Mayhew , Gavin.Curwen , Norman.Kwan  

Date 2018-04-30 21:53 

 Elliot Fielding_ 180420.pdf (~415 KB) 
 18.04.30 response to letter dated 18.04.2018.docx (~30 KB) 

Download all attachments 
Dear sirs, 
Please find attached our response to your letter dated 18th April 2018 (also attached for your 
ease). 
Thank you for your attention with this matter and I await your response to our points, 
corrections and queries. 
Yours sincerely 
Elliott Fielding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 6 
 

Subj
ect Old Camp Farm & Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan - outstanding questions awaiting response

From Maria Fielding  

To Geoff Peckham , Leslie Bamford , Clerk , Ed Allen , Dale Mayhew , Gavin.Curwen , Norman.Kwan  

Date 2018-05-21 14:36 

 Elliot Fielding_ 180420.pdf (~415 KB) 
 18.04.30 response to letter dated 18.04.2018.docx (~30 KB) 

Download all attachments 
Dear sirs, 
I have yet to receive a response to our email dated 30/04/2018, please can you answer our 
queries and correct incorrect data being used to assess sites within the Lower Beeding 
Neighbourhood Development plan process as reported to you, several sites have 
misleading/incorrect data on your website,  I have yet to see any corrections to the data or 
discussion re the data reported through minutes. 
Whilst in the village I noticed there is to be an exhibition the first week of June, please can 
you let me know what information you will be requesting and how this will inform the Lower 
Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan process so that I can prepare accordingly. 
Thank you for your attention with this matter and I shall await a response to our correspondence 
dated 30/04/18.  Should you require further information or access to the site please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 
Yours sincely 
Elliott Fielding 
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Appendix 8 
 

Subjec
t 

Fwd: Old Camp Farm & Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan - outstanding questions awaiting response 

From Maria Fielding  

To Geoff Peckham , Leslie Bamford , Dale Mayhew , Gavin.Curwen , Norman.Kwan , sharon.evans@horsham.gov.uk , Clerk  

Date 2018-07-09 14:54 

 Elliot Fielding_ 180420.pdf (~415 KB) 
 18.04.30 response to letter dated 18.04.2018.docx (~30 KB) 

Download all attachments 
Dear sirs, 
I am still awaiting the correction of the data you hold on our site, it has been some months and 
several promises with no action all whilst I try to chase you for a correction having provided 
evidenced responses to support the need for corrections - when will this be done?  What harm has 
this done to our site and how will the working group ensure that decisions are not based on this 
incorrect data or the perception of a false assessment which shows the site in a negative light? 
 
You are still knowingly mis-representing our site, showing, publishing on your website, holding 
and passing incorrect data to third parties for their advice and input to the process since 
October 2017 and will have made decision based on your suite of incorrect data as you have 
done.  This is not acceptable and is in conflict with GDPR requirements and I require that 
action be taken now to correct the situation and to end the damage this is doing to both our 
site and to the flawed process of the neighbourhood plan for the parish. 
 
To add insult to injury the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Working Party is also in conflict 
with the Parish Council Code of Conduct which is also used for your Neighbourhood Plan Working 
Group. The residents will have based decisions in the June Consultation on this knowingly 
incorrect data suite - does this impact the validity of the results? 
 
I do not believe our site has been treated in a fair or consistent manner and other sites have 
had a preferential treatment, for example Crabtree has not yet been made a secondary settlement 
and is remote from the BUAB yet is supported - how can this be when it is in a Conservation 
Area, impacts a listed building and is adjacent to the AONB and considered unsuitable for 
development in the PHLAA yet has been promoted consistently and is supported by the working 
group.  The Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Working Group are openly claiming that Crabtree has 
Secondary Settlement status, which is curious when Horsham District Council have yet to finalise 
the results from the consultation or ratify any decisions.  The owner of the site is on the 
working group - is this a clue as to why there is support for this site yet others are negated? 
 
To compound the issue the recent consultation exercise in June marked our site out since it was 
one of the two close to Monks Gate yet I have not seen any advice Horsham District Council have 
given as promised by the lead for this Neighbourhood Plan process.  The sites were scored by a 
traffic light system with 5 given "green" two given Amber warning sticker including on our site 
presentation and the others a Red status which were not in the consultation form having been 
excluded from the process.  How was it decided to mark two sites with Amber?  Was it considered 
this would mark them our as less favourable?   There was also a note on the consultation form 
stating "* Additional guidance from Horsham District Council is being sought regarding the 
eligibility of these two properties." this would have led residents to think - "Amber warning do 
not vote for this "problematic" sites" - which is shown by the fact that this site was 2nd in 
the October 2017 consultation when was no flag or bias (the same presentation was used for both 
consultation exercises), yet was less favourable coming in joint 4th equal with the Sandygate 
site in the June 2018 exercise. 
The Sandygate site is being taken forwards yet Old Camp Farm is not even though both scored  62 
yes votes in the June 2018 exercise - how has this decision been reached when both sites had the 
same support for this round and Old Camp Farm had more in the earlier round of consultation 
being ranked 2nd when Sandygate was ranked 14th out of 17 sites in October 2017. 
 
Of the top five sites from the October 2017 consultation exercise, 2 were excluded (red), 2 were 
Amber and the only remaining one marked green was Cyder Farm in Crabtree a site that the PHLAA 
recommended not to be taken forwards.  Which would you vote for from a traffic light system - I 
think green = OK, red and amber no stop. 
 
How was the consultation questionnaire for June 2018 and traffic light process developed?  Who 
was involved in this process?  Did anyone have declared interests or live next to or own any 
sites?  How was the analytical methodology developed and where can it be found?  Was the 
analysis determined prior to the exercise or when the results were in? 
 
How long will the Neighbourhood Plan Group continue to ignore the fact that the Old Camp Farm 
site is in the parish and is within the agreed Neighbourhood Plan Area, yet it is not covered by 



your plan to date?  Nuthurst Neighbourhood Plan have not covered this site since it is in Lower 
Beeding Parish and Plan area.  Open warnings have been made in the public meetings that if Old 
Camp Farm were to be supported then Nuthurst Parish would have a say and be consulted at 
referendum, this has been done to put the working group off the site and to alarm those at the 
meetings and to scare monger on vicious propaganda which has included the consultant openly 
advising a meeting prior to the June consultation that should Old Camp Farm be progressed 
Nuthurst Parish would need to be consulted and that they could overturn the plan.  This is at 
odd with the true position since Lower Beeding Parish have not had such an opportunity for the 
Nuthurst Neighbourhood Plan even though sites were chosen and progressed in Monks 
Gate.  Nuthurst Parish have secured sites for only their parish needs not for Lower Beeding 
Parish's needs.   Old Camp Farm does not adjoin Nuthurst Parish so why are these claims being 
broadcast and since this site proposed between 4 and 12 new dwellings it is hardly a major 
development but a modest one in line with Crabtree this is yet another example of different 
standards and decision making rational being applied to sites.  Horsham District Council and the 
Neighbourhood Plan inspector recognise the sustainability of Monks Gate yet Lower Beeding Parish 
seem reluctant to do so - why? 
 
There is no PHLAA for Cedar Cottage & Timberland - LBP24 how is this consistent - did this 
reflect in the recent consultation since residents could not find any data on it or professional 
view to inform their opinions?  This site was not included in the October 2017 consultation 
exercise so it is a late entry. 
 
Site LBP19 Glayde Farm has been proposed as a "reserve" but not in the form it was consulted on 
either in October 2017 or June 2018 - how can this be fair or open if sites can be altered and 
decision made without input via consultation?  The ludicrous position is the LB NP Working party 
are knowingly trying to push the part of the site that floods which is in direct conflict with 
HDC's planning policy and the NPPF both of which try to avoid new dwellings in a flood risk 
areas. 
 
In the working group minutes of 28th June 2018 "Instruction from HDC" are alluded to but none 
are visible on the parish website, please can any such advice or instruction be published for 
completeness and to ensure localism in maintained throughout the process. 
 
I would request that the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan working group publish its proposed 
meeting dates, agendas and minutes including for closed meetings such as the one that will be 
held with Horsham District Council in a couple of weeks so that residents are reassured this is 
an open and transparent process which can be questioned, will withstand scrutiny and inspection 
in due course.  I am sure there is no reason to try to hide such data/information and I trust 
that the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Plan Working Group and the Lower Beeding Parish Council are 
in a position to publish all material on their website including advice and guidance used to 
inform and draft the Neighbourhood plan. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Elliott Fielding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 9 
 

Subjec
t 

Fwd: Old Camp Farm & Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan - outstanding questions awaiting response 

From Maria Fielding  

To Geoff Peckham , Leslie Bamford , Dale Mayhew , Gavin.Curwen , Norman.Kwan , sharon.evans@horsham.gov.uk , Clerk  

Date 2018-07-23 14:57 

 Elliot Fielding_ 180420.pdf (~415 KB) 
 18.04.30 response to letter dated 18.04.2018.docx (~30 KB) 

Download all attachments 
Dear sirs, 
 
I am still awaiting a response to our email dated 9th July 2018, I thought it best to chase yet 
again. 
 
I am also still awaiting correction to information you formed from your site assessments, hold 
and have published on our property that you know is not correct, have agreed it is incorrect and 



have used incorrect data to inform your decisions in the neighbourhood plan process as a 
result.  This incorrect data is detrimental to our site and I am being treated in a negative way 
that is not the same as the other site owners/agents.  What do I have to do to get the data 
corrected?  How can I be assured you have not made flawed decisions as a result of the 
unwillingness to correct your own mistakes?  How will you ensure this has not have impacted 
negatively in the recent consultation exercise? 
 
Please can you provide a response I have asked repeatedly and now for some months - this is 
getting problematic and the impact is increasing with every activity in the plan development 
when incorrect data is known, shown and used. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Elliott Fielding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 10 
 

Subjec
t 

RE: Old Camp Farm & Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan - outstanding questions awaiting response 

From Maria Fielding  

To Celia Price - Lower Beeding Parish Clerk  

Copy Geoff Peckham , Leslie Bamford , Dale Mayhew , Gavin.Curwen , Norman.Kwan , sharon.evans@horsham.gov.uk , laura.bourke@dowsettmayhew.com

Date 2018-07-24 14:12 

 18.04.30 response to letter dated 18.04.2018.docx (~30 KB) 

Dear Celia, 
Thank you for your response.  I am concerned that you are led to believe that your consultants 
have amended information when the website still shows incorrect data that they have acknowledged 
to require amendment.  To suggest I have to wait until regulation 14 stage of the process for 
this to be in the public domain is incorrect it is on the Lower Beeding Website now and has been 
for months in it is incorrect format with erroneous findings and has formed the basis for 
decisions and consultation during this time hence our continued concern. 
 
I am still awaiting a response from our letter dated 30/04/18 which has been sent many times and 
was in response to your consultants who eventually responded but were found wanting with a 
continued inconsistent application of assessment criteria.  Please can you secure a response to 
this letter for me, I have attached it to enable you to do this in an efficient way as I have 
done every time I have made contact. 
 
With regards to our letter dated 09/07/18 - I have not had a response.  To this end please can 
you ensure I get a response, this can be found below in the attached email chain showing it has 
been there unanswered since 09/07/18. 
 
To help you decide who an email is addressed to  the common accepted practice is if an email is 
addressed to an individual or individuals they are expected to respond, if copied it is for 
their information, I am worried when I address to named representatives within the Lower Beeding 
Parish and neighbourhood plan domain (collectively one calls then sir or sirs) they do not feel 
a need to respond since someone else may do so, this has left a gap for some time and 
necessitated me chasing repeatedly for a response of any kind. I am not able to be certain who 
to address our questions to since there are only scant details on the website with few contacts 
shown so I have made use of those you have copied in when responding to me.  I do not expect 
individual responses from all, but normally the clerk forms a collective response and you have 
been included in all correspondence to ensure you are able to take appropriate actions and 
garner the required details to enable an informed response. 
 
One final question is how is correspondence dealt with at the Parish Council? 
 
I trust I will receive responses as requested above and that this clarifies the matter. 
 
Regards 
Elliott Fielding 

 



 
Appendix 11 
 

Subject RE: Old Camp Farm & Lower Beeding Neighbourhood Development Plan - outstanding questions awaiting response

From Celia Price - Lower Beeding Parish Clerk <clerk@lowerbeeding.com> 

To Maria Fielding <gucci@john-lewis.com> 

Copy Geoff Peckham <geoff.peckham@lowerbeeding.com>, Leslie Bamford <lbj10001@yahoo.com>, Dale Mayhew 
<dale.mayhew@dowsettmayhew.com>, Gavin.Curwen <Gavin.Curwen@horsham.gov.uk>, Norman.Kwan 
<Norman.Kwan@horsham.gov.uk>, sharon.evans@horsham.gov.uk 
<sharon.evans@horsham.gov.uk>, <laura.bourke@dowsettmayhew.com>, Jack Showell <jack.showell@horsham.gov.uk>

Date 2018-07-24 18:23 
Without Prejudice 
 
Dear Mr Fielding 
 
Thank you for your email. 
 
I can confirm that the link to the incorrect document you refer to has now been removed from the 
website. 
 
Many documents used in preparing the NP are draft and subject to change, your amendments (along 
with any other site promoters) will be dealt with and you and all other stake holders will be 
able to comment on the final documents at the regulation 14 stage. 
 
All comments in your correspondence have been noted and will be actioned appropriately, I 
apologise if this has not been made clear. Any further comments can be made and will be 
encouraged at the regulation 14 stage. 
 
I am not sure why you asking how the Parish Council deal with correspondence as your previous 
emails have quoted our procedure for correspondence. If you feel your correspondence to the 
Parish Council has not been dealt with fairly I again refer you to the complaints and discipline 
policies both of which are on the website. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Celia Price 
Clerk to Lower Beeding Parish Council 
Tel: 07887 956172 
Email:  clerk@lowerbeeding.com 
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What improvements or modifications would you suggest? 
 Correct the assessment for site LBP23 Old Camp Farm to reflect evidence and fact: 

a. LBP23 Old Camp Farm has the most regular bus service in the Parish, it has several 
buses an hour. 

b. Old Camp Farm is adjacent to Monk’s Gate.  HDC have determined Monk’s Gate is a 
Secondary settlement.  This would not have happened had HDC not agreed Monk’s 
Gate is a sustainable location suitable for modest development. 

 Review the decision to exclude LBP23 Old Camp Farm from the site allocation process made 
in June 28th 2018 LBNPWG meeting, since this site is now located adjacent to a Secondary 
Settlement. 

 Review the decision to exclude LBP23 Old Camp Farm from the site allocation process made 
in June 28th 2018 LBNPWG meeting because it was located in Monk’s Gate.  This part of 
Monk’s Gate is within the designated Neighbourhood Plan area for Lower Beeding Parish and 
in not included in the designated Neighbourhood Plan area for Nuthurst Parish.  This is a red 
herring and should have been disregarded as a reason not to allocate housing to this popular 
site earlier in the process. 

 Allocate a modest amount of housing to the LBP23 Old Camp Farm site to align to advice 
received from HDC re LBP03 Cyder Farm.  Both Crabtree and Monk’s Gate are now 
secondary settlements. Both LBP03 & LBP23 are very close (less than 800m walk) from two of 
the hotels in the Parish and both would be excellent choices to provide much needed housing 
in the Parish through the LBNP. 

 The LBNP needs to reflect paragraph 13 of the NPPF & “shape and direct development that is 
outside of these strategic policies”.  The LBNP should not restrict development to the BUAB 
and should look to meet it needs in sustainable locations within the Parish, this includes sites 
that may be outside of strategic policies including “New housing development in a NP should 
be adjoining a settlement edge” as detailed in the HDPF Strategic Policy 4. 
The LBNP can allocate housing in all or on the edges of all of its settlements if sites were 
supported by the community, not just in the BUAB to be in conformity with HDPF Policy 4 & the 
NPPF. 

 Review the consultation process to determine the impact of marking two sites as orange and 
with a * & guidance note re seeking advice from HDC to determine the negative impact this will 
have had on these two sites. 

 Ensure the evidence base is accurate and reflects fact to avoid the LBNP from making flawed 
decisions that may blight the Parish. 

 Review the consultation from Regulation 14 to ensure corrections are actioned and the 
summaries of comments is meaningful. 

 Review the final LBNP reflects Localism & Local opinions from consultation and does not 
constitute just sites HDC have approved. 

 
 
 

 
                                                                                        (Continue on separate sheet if necessary) 

 
 
 

 
If you have additional representations feel free to include additional pages. Please make sure any 
additional pages are clearly labelled/ addressed or attached.  
 
 

Do you wish to be notified of the local planning authority’s decision under Regulation 19 of the 
Neighbourhood Plan (General) Regulations 2012 in relation to the Lower Beeding Neighbourhood 
Development plan?  
 

 



Please tick here if you wish to be to be notified:  


